
Westbound Testing Material 

Crown Magic:  
  Crown magic is a new set of spells that can be cast by magic-users in Westbound. When a 
Magic User spell-sculpts and includes at least one Crown card in the mana, the spell becomes a 
Crown Spell. A crown card is any King, Queen, or Jack. A Crown Spell only requires one Crowd 
Card in its mana to become a Crown Spell. 
 
Spell Surge on Crown Magic: 
  Typically, only Tier 4 spells can utilize Spell Surge. Crown Magic, however, can always be 
affected by spell surges. A Magic User can sacrifice additional mana during spell sculpting to 
empower a spell with a spell surge, and there is no limit to how much mana can be applied to a 
Spell Surge.  
 
  Tier 1 Crown Spells  
Throw: Target Creature or Object: Instant 
  ♡Tradition 
Target is pushed 10ft directly away from you. The force is deadly, and can slam* the target. 
  SpellSurge: Add another 10ft for every mana added to the spell during casting. 
 
Weep Red: Target Creature: Instant 
   ♢ Fortitude 
Blood begins to flow from every orifice. The target gains the Bleeding condition. 
  SpellSurge: Choose another target for the spell for every mana added to the spell during 
casting.  
 
Draw In: Target Creature or Object: Instant 
  ♠ Grit 
All creatures and objects within 15ft are dragged to this target, moving towards it until contact. 
The pull is gentle and cannot deal damage to anyone, and creatures cannot be pulled through 
other creatures. 
  SpellSurge: The range of the spell increases by 5ft for every mana added to the spell during 
casting. 
 
Fantastic Clone: Target Self: Instant 
  ♣ Luck 
You create an illusory version of yourself that can move at your command. This clone 
disappears at the start of your next turn. This clone can only be sensed visually. 
  SpellSurge: You create another clone for every 2 mana added to the spell during casting. 
 
*New Rules:* 
  Slam: 
    When a character is pushed into a surface with enough force, it can be as deadly as falling. 
When a character is pushed into a surface that is closer than the distance they were pushed, 
they take damage as though they fell the remaining distance. 

 


